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We have previously predicted that coherent electromagnetic radiation in the 1–100 THz frequency range
can be generated in crystalline polarizable materials when subject to a shock wave or solitonlike propagating
excitation �E. J. Reed et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 96, 013904 �2006��. In this work, we present analysis and
molecular dynamics simulations of shock waves in crystalline NaCl which expand upon this prediction. We
demonstrate that the coherent polarization currents responsible for the effect are generated by a nonresonant,
nonlinear effect that occurs at the shock front. We consider the effect of thermal noise and various shock
pressures on the coherent polarization currents and find that the amplitude generally increases with increasing
shock pressure and decreasing material temperature. Finally, we present calculations of the amplitude and
distribution of emitted radiation showing that the radiation can be directed or undirected under various realistic
conditions of the shape of the shock front.
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INTRODUCTION

In our previous work, we have predicted that weak coher-
ent radiation in the 100 THz frequency regime can be emit-
ted under some circumstances when a shock wave propa-
gates through a polarizable crystal, such as NaCl.1 The
coherence of the emitted radiation comes from the spatial
coherence of the crystalline lattice, i.e., perfect periodicity,
and the constant propagation speed of the shock wave. The
radiation is generated by an oscillating material polarization
resulting from the synchronized nonresonant motion of large
numbers of atoms induced in the nonequilibrium region at
the front of a planar shock wave propagating through the
crystalline lattice. We believe that the mechanism respon-
sible for this type of emission is fundamentally distinct from
existing sources of many-cycle temporally coherent optical
radiation in this frequency regime, which include “tradi-
tional” lasers based on stimulated emission, free-electron
lasers,2 and phonon related mechanisms.3

The study of shock waves in condensed matter usually
focuses on states of the shocked material nanoseconds or
more behind the shock front, where it is often assumed that
the material has reached a stable state which is in thermody-
namic equilibrium. Experimental observations of material
states behind the shock front often focus on this region due
to limitations on the time scale resolution of the instruments.
In this work, we focus on an observable signature of subpi-
cosecond time scale dynamics in the region within several
nanometers of the shock front itself, where a highly nonequi-
librium region exists in which atoms can be endowed with
spectral components of the velocity that are much higher
than those of normal phonon oscillations. Although consid-
erable progress on the study of short-time and length scale
phenomena behind a shock front is being made �e.g., Refs.
4–6�, experimental approaches to study this regime remain
extremely challenging.

In our original work,1 we have predicted that coherent
light can be emitted form a shock front by performing mo-

lecular dynamics simulations of shock waves in NaCl crys-
tals. In a related paper, we have performed finite-difference
time-domain �FDTD� simulations of Maxwell’s equations for
a shock propagating through a one-dimensional �1D� polar-
izable crystal.7 Molecular dynamics simulations provide a
more accurate description of the shocked material than can
be provided by the FDTD simulations, including a three-
dimensional �3D� description, a thermal disordering, and a
lattice deformation. In this work, we expand upon our previ-
ous work by performing molecular dynamics studies to de-
termine the level of robustness of the effect under various
experimental conditions. We study the variation of the effect
with changes in material temperature and shock pressure. In
Ref. 1, we found that the amplitude and distribution of emit-
ted radiation are extremely sensitive to the rise time and
shape of the shock front surface. In this work, we study the
amplitude and distribution of emitted radiation as a function
of the shape of the shock front through explicit calculations
of the fields. We find that the emitted coherent radiation can
potentially be spatially directed if the shock front surface
�normal to the propagation direction� is sufficiently flat. Fi-
nally, we provide some physical intuition for the origin of the
effect and a comparison to other related effects along with a
discussion of prospects for experimental observation.

I. PHYSICAL INTUITION FOR THE ORIGIN OF THE
COHERENT RADIATION

It is well known that shock waves can induce static po-
larizations in a variety of materials. This phenomenon was
first experimentally observed in the 1960s by measuring the
time dependence of the generated current in a shocked
material.8,9 For some distance behind the planar shock front,
materials are typically characterized by a state of increasing
uniaxial stress, i.e., the spatial gradient in the shock propa-
gation direction component of the stress is nonzero. Such a
spatial stress gradient breaks any inversion symmetry of the
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material by establishing a unique direction in the shocked
material. The broken symmetry can lead to a static electric
polarization along the shock propagation direction in any
material, including isotropic liquids such as water.10

In this work, we consider a special case of shock-induced
polarization that occurs only in crystalline materials when
the shock front becomes very sharp, i.e., the shock front rise
distance is a few lattice planes of the crystal or less. Figure 1
shows a schematic depicting a fashion in which a temporally
periodic polarization can arise in a shocked polarizable crys-
tal as a result of a thermal motion of the atoms. Red and blue
atoms on the left represent positively and negatively charged
atoms. Atom positions within the shocked crystal are shown
at four instances in time on the left with a gray area high-
lighting the shock front region. As the shock propagates over
each lattice plane �left to right�, the symmetry of atoms in
that lattice plane can be temporarily broken yielding a non-
zero static polarization of the atoms at the shock front. In
Fig. 1, the static polarization points perpendicular to the
plane of the shock wave. The broken symmetry can result
from the atoms being different types with different masses or
it can have other origins. In this schematic, the static polar-
ization disappears in the material behind the shock front. A
transient static polarization is produced each time the shock
propagates through a lattice plane of the crystal. This process
yields a temporally periodic polarization current which can
potentially emit coherent radiation.

While the rise distance for the shock wave is about one
lattice unit in length in the schematic in Fig. 1, the same
general principle applies when the shock rise distance is
more than one lattice unit, as is observed in the molecular
dynamics simulations to be discussed in a subsequent sec-
tion. In general, the shock wave produces some kind of ex-

citation of the atoms at the shock front, the precise details of
which are not relevant to the degree of coherence but are
relevant to the amplitude of the periodic polarization current.
This excitation is temporally periodic in a crystal since a
steady shock yields the same excitation to atoms in each
periodic unit of the crystal. The temporally periodic nature of
the excitation can potentially result in a temporally periodic
polarization current if the excitation of the atoms yields a
shift in net polarization for some period of time. A periodic
polarization current can also potentially be produced if the
shocked material �in the postshock region� possesses a net
static polarization.

Of key importance to this effect are a high degree of
crystalline order and a crystal consisting of charged or polar-
izable atoms or molecules that can couple to electromagnetic
radiation, i.e., a polarizable crystal. It can also be seen from
the schematic of Fig. 1 that the steepness of the shock front
plays a role in determining the amplitude of the periodic
component of the polarization current. A shock front spread
out over many lattice planes may yield a smaller degree of
overall broken symmetry resulting in smaller oscillations of
static polarization and smaller oscillating polarization cur-
rents. The role of shock front thickness is studied in detail in
Ref. 7.

For typical ionic crystal lattice constants �0.1–1 nm� and
typical shock speeds in these materials �1–10 km/s�, the co-
herent oscillation frequencies lie in the range from
1–100 THz, i.e., in the far-infrared and slightly below into
the THz frequency regime. Such frequencies are well above
the highest frequencies detectable in shock polarization cur-
rent measurement experiments which utilize electronics to
record signals. Optics-based techniques are typically used to
detect signals in this frequency regime rather than
electronics-based techniques.

II. ANALYTICAL THEORY

In this section, we use a 1D analytical approach to deter-
mine the possible frequencies of the polarization currents
generated when a shock propagates along a high-symmetry
direction in a polarizable crystal. From a macroscopic per-
spective, steady shock waves are characterized by self-
similar waves, i.e., they have the property that they are in-
variant in a reference frame moving at the shock speed. This
means that if the polarization of a continuum material is

given by P̃�x , t�, then the polarization of the shock wave will

be of the form P̃�x−x� , t−x� /vs�= P̃�x , t� for any x�.
In this work, we are interested in the microscopic case

where the material is not a continuum but instead consists of
a periodic array of atomic lattice planes. The time-dependent
polarization of the nth lattice plane in the shock propagation
direction of the crystal can be represented by Pn�t�. Note that
Pn�t� includes thermal disordering effects since it is given by
a sum over all atoms in lattice plane n. We consider a micro-
scopic analog of the macroscopic steady state by considering
the case where Pn−m�t−m a

vs
�= Pn�t�, where m is an integer

and Pn�t� represents the polarization components induced by
the shock wave. Such a property represents a microscopi-

FIG. 1. �Color online� Schematic depicting a fashion in which a
temporally periodic polarization can arise in a shocked polarizable
crystal. Red and blue atoms on the left represent positively and
negatively charged atoms. Atom positions within the shocked crys-
tal are shown at four instances in time on the left with a gray area
highlighting the shock front region. As the shock propagates over
each lattice plane �left to right�, the symmetry of atoms in that
lattice plane can be temporarily broken yielding a nonzero static
polarization of the atoms at the shock front. This process yields a
temporally periodic polarization current which can potentially emit
coherent radiation.
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cally steady shock in a discrete lattice. This property of the
polarization implies that Pn�t� is of the form

Pn�t� = �
k

eik�na−vst��
�

Pk,�� e−2�i��vs/a�t, �1�

where � is an integer and k is a wave vector. For the frequen-
cies considered in this work �above the phonon frequencies�,
the wavelength of any electromagnetic radiation generated
by these polarization currents is orders of magnitude longer
than the dimensions of the shock wave �tens of microns ver-
sus tens of nanometers, respectively�. Therefore, the summa-
tion of polarization over all lattice planes in the shock wave
will yield the frequency components that can be observed as
emitted radiation. This will be discussed in greater detail in
Sec. V. The polarization sum over all crystal lattice planes
around the shock front is �i.e., the k=0 case of Eq. �1��

�
n

Pn�t� = �
�

Pk,�� e−2�i��vs/a�t. �2�

The frequencies of these polarization oscillations are of the
form

� = 2��
vs

a
. �3�

These frequencies are integral multiples of the inverse time
required for the shock to traverse a lattice unit of the crystal.
As discussed in the previous section, the frequency

vs

a is
within the 1–100 THz range for typical shock speeds and
lattice constants of ionic crystals. The discrete nature of these
frequencies indicates that a significant degree of temporal
coherence can be achieved if the shock speed and crystal
lattice constants are fixed.

Equation �3� describes frequencies that are not phonon
frequencies of the crystal. The frequencies of Eq. �3� are
related to phonon frequencies of the crystal to the extent that
the shock speed and lattice constant are also related to pho-
non frequencies, but any equivalence to a phonon frequency
is coincidental. The difference between this effect and optical
phonon excitation is discussed in detail in Sec. VI.

Equation �3� indicates that such frequencies can be pro-
duced by a shock wave propagating through a polarizable
crystal but says nothing about the amplitude of such polar-
ization oscillations. In the following section, we determine
the amplitude of the polarization oscillations through a direct
calculation.

III. MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS:
COHERENT POLARIZATION CURRENTS

In this section, we numerically explore the polarization
currents generated by a shocked polarizable material by per-
forming molecular dynamics simulations of shock waves
propagating through crystalline NaCl. In a later section, we
discuss in detail the connection between the polarization cur-
rents generated by the shock wave and the emitted radiation.
Shock wave molecular dynamics simulations solve the clas-
sical equations of motion for atoms subject to an empirically
constructed interaction potential and incorporate thermal ef-

fects and deformation of the crystal lattice. Such simulations
are often referred to as nonequilibrium molecular dynamics
simulations �NEMD� and are commonly employed to study
shock waves in a variety of materials �see, for example, Refs.
11 and 12�. In these calculations, planar shock waves are
generated within 3D computational cells of perfectly crystal-
line atoms with cross section typically 17�17 nm2 and
length in the shock propagation direction ranging from
158 to 235 nm ��2–3��106 atoms� by constraining atoms at
one edge of the long dimension of the computational cell to
move into the cell like a planar piston �representing the me-
chanical driving force or object that generates the shock�.
Due to periodic boundary conditions in the directions trans-
verse to the propagation direction, an infinitely planar shock
propagates away from the constrained atoms into the cell
which is oriented along either the �111� or �100� direction of
NaCl. We have performed simulations with computational
cell cross sections of up to 135�135 nm2 and obtained re-
sults in agreement with cross sections of 17�17 nm2 which
indicates that the computational cell sizes are large enough
that periodic boundary conditions do not play an artificial
role in the behavior of the shocked material. We have utilized
the LAMMPS molecular dynamics code.13

The molecular dynamics simulations were begun with
NaCl in the rocksalt crystal structure. Atomic interactions
were treated using unit charge Coulomb interactions with the
following Lennard-Jones interactions: �Na+-Na+ =0.303 nm,
�Cl−-Cl− =0.522 nm, �Na+-Cl− =0.468 nm, �Na+-Na+

=0.002 25 eV, �Cl−-Cl− =0.002 68 eV, and �Na+-Cl−

=0.000 925 13 eV. A 1 nm cutoff radius was utilized for the
Lennard-Jones interactions. The full Coulomb potential is
utilized with a particle-particle particle-mesh scheme for the
long-range interactions. These potentials are found to yield a
lattice constant �5.64 Å� in agreement with the experimental
value and to yield sound speeds that are higher than experi-
mental measurements by 10%–20%. These empirical inter-
atomic potentials are expected to provide a reasonably accu-
rate material description when the crystal lattice is slightly
compressed �a few percent� in the shock waves considered in
this work.

Figure 2 shows the local material velocity as a function of
position within the computational cell in the shock propaga-
tion direction for a typical shock simulation. A “piston” ex-
ists on the left side of the computational cell consisting of
atoms with infinite mass fixed in the crystal structure, shown
at the top of Fig. 2. The piston represents the source of the
shock �e.g., a projectile from a gun in an experiment�. Peri-
odic boundary conditions exist in the computational cell in
the direction transverse to the shock propagation direction
yielding an infinitely planar shock wave propagating through
a bulk material. The dimensions of the computational cell
shown at the top of Fig. 2 are reduced from those employed
in this work for clarity. At the start of the simulation in Fig.
2, the piston is given a velocity of 200 m/s to the right
which drives a shock to the right into perfectly crystalline
atoms at an initial temperature of 4.2 K. The shock front is
characterized by a rapid transition between the material at
rest and the material moving with the piston speed �up
=200 m/s in this case�. The shock front rise distance is
about 1 nm or about three to four lattice planes. This steady-
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state rise distance is rapidly reached in the early stages of the
simulation and is consistent with the rapid rise observed in
MD simulations of many other materials starting over a de-
cade ago.14 The temperature difference between the shocked
and unshocked materials is less than 1 K. The shock propa-
gates until it reaches the opposite side of the computational
cell, at which point the simulation ends.

Since each atom in the simulation possesses a charge,
currents are generated by both the thermal motion of the
atoms and the shock wave propagation. The shock propaga-
tion direction component of the total electric polarization
current in the computational cell is J=�ivz,iqi, where qi is the
charge and vz,i is the shock direction �z� component of the
velocity of atom i. The polarization currents generated in the
computational cell can be related to the electromagnetic
emission. In this section, we focus purely on the polarization
currents; the electromagnetic emission characteristics are dis-
cussed in detail in Sec. V.

Figure 3 shows the polarization current for approximately
30 ps duration simulations of shocks propagating in the �111�
and �100� directions initiated with piston velocity of
200 m/s. This relatively small piston velocity generates a
shock that applies a uniaxial strain of 0.03–0.04 to the post-
shock material and increases the material temperature less
than 1 K. Such strains are readily experimentally achievable
using gun-driven projectile impacts �see, e.g., Ref. 15� and
other approaches. Figure 3 compares the shocked and un-
shocked Fourier transforms of the shock propagation direc-
tion component of the total electric polarization current in
the computational cell. Narrow peaks are observed in the
shocked simulation that do not exist in the simulation with
no shock. These peaks are the subject of this work.

The frequencies of the observed peaks agree well with the
analysis of the previous section. Equation �3� predicts that
polarization currents should occur in multiples of 5.4 THz in

the �111� case since the periodic unit for the �111� direction
in NaCl a=9.78 Å and the shock speed observed in the
simulation is vs=5300 m/s. The 16 and 32 THz peaks on the
left of Fig. 3 correspond to 3 and 6 times the fundamental
frequency of 5.4 THz �i.e., �=3 and �=6 in Eq. �3��, in
excellent agreement with theory �gray arrows�. The 16 THz
peak can be attributed to the structure within the unit cell of
distance a=3.26 Å �i.e., �=1 if a=3.26 in Eq. �3��, which is
the distance between atomic lattice planes of like charge in
the �111� direction �the NaCl crystal consists of alternating
planes of positively and negatively charged atoms in the
�111� direction�. Lattice planes are compressed as the shock
propagates through the crystal, generating an alternating po-
larization current with a frequency associated with the rate at
which the shock propagates through the lattice planes. Equa-
tion �3� is also in good agreement with the �100� direction
data, where a=5.64 Å and the observed shock speed is vs
=6200 m/s with peaks corresponding to the �=2 and �=4
cases. The �=2 peak corresponds to the distance between
neighboring lattice planes in the crystal �i.e., �=1 if a
=2.82 Å�.

If the shock speed is constant, the generated frequencies
are constant and the coherence time of the emitted radiation
is expected to be proportional to the time duration of the
propagation of the shock wave. From the peak widths, the
coherence time of the polarization current was determined to
be about 17 ps �270 cycles� and 10 ps �220 cycles� for the
16 THz, �111� peak and 22 THz, �100� peak, respectively.
For radiation emitted into vacuum, these coherence times
correspond to coherence lengths of 5 and 3 mm, respectively.
The coherence times are nearly Fourier transform limited
�simulation durations are around 30 ps�, suggesting that
longer coherence lengths might be possible by increasing the
shock propagation time and/or increasing crystal length. It is
expected that the magnitude of fluctuations in the shock
propagation speed will likely set the ultimate limit on the
coherence time of the polarization currents.

Figure 4 shows the full spectrum of the �100� direction
shock of Fig. 3. In addition to the narrow band peaks at

FIG. 2. �Color online� Material speed as a function of position
in the shock propagation direction in a NaCl molecular dynamics
simulation of a shock propagating in the �100� direction. A “piston”
exists on the left side of the computational cell consisting of atoms
with infinite mass fixed in the crystal structure �shown at top�. The
piston is given a velocity of 200 m/s to the right which drives a
shock to the right. The dimensions of the computational cell shown
at the top are reduced from those employed in this work for clarity.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Fourier transform of the electric polariza-
tion surface current component in the shock propagation direction
for molecular dynamics simulations of a shock propagating through
NaCl in the �111� direction �left� and �100� direction �right�. Narrow
bandwidth, coherent peaks exist in the shocked simulations �black�
that do not exist in the simulations without shocks. Gray arrows are
emission frequencies predicted by Eq. �3�. Thermal noise gives rise
to an incoherent background.
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multiples of 22 THz, there are other peaks that arise at lower
frequencies. Transverse-optical �TO� phonons are visible in
both the shocked and unshocked simulations. The shocked
simulation shows longitudinal-optical �LO� phonons and
some nonlinear harmonics �around 16 THz� of lower-
frequency phonons �around 8 THz�. The TO and LO modes
are ordinarily expected to produce a macroscopic polariza-
tion current, i.e., a polarization current that does not integrate
to near zero over the whole computational cell. The highest
linear phonon frequencies in this system are the LO phonons
around 10–11 THz. Therefore, the peaks at 22 THz are not
due to phononlike resonant excitations. They result from
highly nonresonant nonlinear processes at the shock front.
Observation of these peaks requires that there be spectral
components of atom velocities at these higher frequencies
around the shock front. Such high-frequency components of
atomic motion can be generated only if the shock front �or
part of it� is very sharp. The natural shock front rise distances
in the molecular dynamics simulations are several lattice
planes. To our knowledge, such an experimental measure-
ment has never been made in the case of a wave character-
ized by purely elastic deformation of the crystal lattice. The
mechanism presented here presents an enabling path toward
making such a measurement.

Figure 4 shows that the �=1 peak of Eq. �3� correspond-
ing to 11 THz falls within the LO phonons. Therefore, it is
difficult to determine if the �=1 process occurs with any
significant amplitude. However, the �=3 �33 THz� and
higher odd multiple peaks are not observed. This suggests
that polarization processes associated with the two lattice
planes of the full lattice constant of the crystal in the �100�
direction �i.e., odd and even �� are much less significant than
those associated with a single lattice plane of the crystal �i.e.,
only even ��. This result might be expected since the lattice
planes are equivalent to within a translation within the plane
of the shock.

While there appear to be spectral components generated
by the shock within the phonon frequencies, prediction of the
magnitude of these peaks in the emitted electromagnetic ra-
diation is complicated by several factors. The frequency re-
gime around the TO and LO phonons is a regime in which
phonon-photon interactions absorb and reflect radiation �po-
laritonic band gap� which may diminish or preclude obser-
vation of emitted spectral components. However, shock
waves can be generated in very thin films with thicknesses of
down to 10 nm and potentially less; it may be possible that
absorption and reflection effects can be small enough in such
systems to enable observation of emitted radiation in this
frequency regime. The nonresonant excitations at 22 THz
and above are far above the phonon frequencies where the
material becomes transparent. Therefore, predictions of emit-
ted radiation from these peaks are considerably simplified.
This is discussed in more detail in Sec. V.

Figure 5 shows Fourier transforms of the electric polar-
ization surface current component in the shock propagation
direction for the simulation of Fig. 4. On the left is a plot of
frequency as a function of time �the Fourier transform win-
dow length for each time on this plot is 5 ps�. This plot
shows that the 22 THz signal occurs for the duration of the
shock propagation. The peaks below 16 THz are phonon re-
lated. On the right side of Fig. 5 is a plot of frequency as a
function of position in the computational cell in the shock
propagation direction. During the time window over which
this Fourier transform is taken �from 5 to 15 ps�, the shock
front propagates between the white dotted lines. This plot
shows that the polarization current at 22 THz occurs in the
region where the shock front is located rather than behind it
or in front of it, consistent with the schematic in Fig. 1. This
indicates that the excitation is nonresonant and leaves no

FIG. 4. �Color online� Electric polarization surface current com-
ponent in the shock propagation direction for molecular dynamics
simulations of a shock propagating through NaCl in the �100� di-
rection with an initial temperature of 4.2 K. The shocked simulation
�black� contains a number of excitations that are not present in the
unshocked simulation �red�. These include the longitudinal-optical
�LO� phonons, harmonics of lower-frequency phonons, and the
higher-frequency narrow band excitations discussed in this work.
Transverse-optical �TO� phonons are also visible in both the
shocked and unshocked simulations.

FIG. 5. �Color online� Electric polarization surface current com-
ponent in the shock propagation direction for molecular dynamics
simulations of a shock propagating through NaCl in the �100� di-
rection with an initial temperature of 4.2 K. The left plot shows that
the 22 THz signal �nonresonant� polarization current occurs for the
duration of the shock propagation with roughly constant amplitude.
On the right is a plot of frequency as a function of position in the
computational cell in the shock propagation direction. During the
time over which this Fourier transform is taken, the shock front
propagates between the white dotted lines. This plot shows that the
22 THz current occurs in the region where the shock front is located
rather than behind it or in front of it.
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excitation at 22 THz in the wake of the shock. Such behavior
is expected since the highest �linear� phonon frequencies are
far lower, around 11 THz. The transverse-optical phonon
mode can be seen around 6 THz and the split between the
pre- and postshock values of the LO phonon mode can be
seen around 10–11 THz. The signal at 15 THz is observed
behind the shock. This indicates that the excitation consists
of Brillouin-zone center harmonics of lower-frequency pho-
non modes.

Since the polarization current responsible for the 22 THz
peak exists only at the shock front, it might be expected that
any phase transformations or plastic deformation of the ma-
terial behind the shock front may not affect the coherent
emission in a significant way other than to potentially change
the shock speed with time. We find no evidence for atomic
disordering of the crystal behind the shock wave for the rela-
tively weak shock waves considered in the 200 m/s piston
speed simulations. We have performed simulations with
computational cell cross sections of up to 135�135 nm2 and
obtained coherent polarization current results in agreement
with computational cell cross sections of 17�17 nm2 which
were employed for all of the figures in this work. This indi-
cates that the computational cell sizes are large enough that
periodic boundary conditions do not cause numerical arti-
facts in the behavior of the shocked material.

The discussion so far has focused on the polarization cur-
rent component in the shock propagation direction. The com-
ponents of the polarization current that are transverse to the
shock propagation direction show only the TO phonon. This
might be expected since, at least for relatively small piston
speeds, the transverse components of motion of the atoms
induced by the shock wave will be smaller than the compo-
nents parallel to the propagation direction due to the initially
longitudinal excitation process of the shock wave. However,
Eq. �3� applies to the transverse component of the polariza-
tion current in addition to the longitudinal component; it is
therefore possible that coherent polarization current compo-
nents transverse to the shock propagation direction could be
generated under some circumstances.

It is well known that the use of periodic boundary condi-
tions with Coulomb interactions in molecular dynamics
simulations can potentially yield numerical artifacts when
the computational cell has a net dipole moment �see, e.g.,
Ref. 16�. Since we are studying oscillations of the net polar-
ization of the shocked material, we have performed a calcu-
lation in a “mirror image” computational cell configuration
such that oscillations generated by the shock wave do not
result in polarization oscillations of the whole computational
cell. For a 200 m/s piston speed shock in the �100� direction,
the nonresonant peaks �22 THz and above� are not signifi-
cantly affected by the periodic boundary conditions, but
some of the phonon frequencies and amplitudes are altered
as might be expected.

The 200 m/s piston speed employed in these simulations
is relatively small, generating material strains of only a few
percent. The interatomic potentials utilized in the molecular
dynamics simulations provide a reasonable description of
NaCl �and a qualitative description of other rocksalt alkali
halides� under conditions of low strain. However, substan-
tially larger material strains can be readily generated in

shock wave experiments. Figure 6 shows simulations using
larger piston velocities with the caveat that the intermolecu-
lar potentials may not necessarily be representative of NaCl
under these more extreme conditions. The larger piston ve-
locity simulations are expected to provide a qualitative pic-
ture of possible types of behavior for a shocked ionic crystal.

Figure 6 shows a comparison of the electric polarization
surface current component in the shock propagation direction
for shocks propagating in the �100� direction with an initial
temperature of 4.2 K. The shocks were generated using pis-
ton speeds of 200, 600, and 1000 m/s. The 600 and
1000 m/s curves are multiplied by factors of 100 and
10 000, respectively, for clarity. The 200 m/s simulation data
are also shown in Figs. 3 and 5. Gray arrows are emission
frequencies predicted by Eq. �3�. As the shock speeds in-
crease, the peaks broaden �becoming less coherent� and in-
crease in amplitude. The broadening effect at higher piston
speeds is due in part to unsteady shock propagation speeds.
When the shock speed is not constant, the emission frequen-
cies will also not be constant, resulting in a broadened peak.
The shock speed varies from 7700 to 7600 m/s in the
600 m/s piston speed case and 9300 to 8800 m/s in the
1000 m/s piston speed case. For higher piston speeds, the
time required for vibrational relaxation behind the shock
may be longer, resulting in unsteady shock speeds for a
longer period of time and more time required for the shock to
reach a steady speed. One could speculate that given the
sufficient shock propagation time �i.e., longer crystal� for a
steady shock speed to be reached, the width of the polariza-
tion peaks will become more narrow for higher piston
speeds.

IV. THERMAL EFFECTS

It might be expected that thermal disordering of the crys-
tal lattice could have an effect on the amplitude and degree

FIG. 6. Comparison of electric polarization surface current com-
ponent in the shock propagation direction for molecular dynamics
simulation shocks propagating through a NaCl model in the �100�
direction with an initial temperature of 4.2 K. The shocks were
generated using piston speeds of 200, 600, and 1000 m/s. The 600
and 1000 m/s curves are shifted up by factors of 100 and 10000,
respectively. Gray arrows are emission frequencies predicted by Eq.
�3�. As the piston speeds increase, the peaks broaden �becoming less
coherent� and increase in amplitude. The broadening is due in part
to unsteady shock speeds.
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of coherence of the generated polarization currents. In this
section, we clarify this issue by performing molecular dy-
namics simulations at higher initial temperatures. Figure 7 is
a comparison of the polarization currents generated in shocks
in the �100� direction with 200 m/s piston speed for a range
of initial temperatures. As the initial temperature of the ma-
terial is increased, the amplitude of the coherent peak de-
creases and the incoherent background amplitude increases.
The coherent peak is still visible at 25 K but not at 77 K.

The background amplitude increases with increasing tem-
perature due to the increased thermal motion of the atoms.
The decrease in amplitude of the lower-frequency coherent
peak and extinction of the higher-frequency coherent peak
require a more subtle explanation. As the material tempera-
ture changes, it is possible for the shock front rise time to
change as well since the effective viscosity and other prop-
erties of the material may change. As discussed previously,
the rise time of the shock is expected to play a role in the
amplitude of the coherent peaks. Another source of peak am-
plitude variation with temperature may be the thermal disor-
dering of the crystal lattice, i.e., it becomes less periodic as
the temperature increases. An increase in thermal broadening
of the atomic positions could potentially reduce the ampli-
tude of the coherent peak.

Figure 7 indicates that the coherent peak is swamped by
noise when the temperature increases to 77 K. However, the
relative magnitudes of the coherent peak and the incoherent
background are expected to scale differently with the size of
the computational cell. The computational cell sizes and
shock propagation times of our simulations are �necessarily�
substantially smaller than the shock front areas and propaga-
tion times of experiments. We will now show that it may be
possible for the coherent peaks to be observable above the
thermal background at higher temperatures under experimen-
tal conditions that are beyond the capability of the simula-
tions.

To estimate the scaling with computational cell size of the
relative magnitudes of the coherent peak and the incoherent
background, we use an Einstein model of the crystal. Within

this model, the polarization current per unit area in a particu-
lar direction within the computational cell at frequency � is

j��� =
1

�
�

0

�

dt��
j=0

N−1
aj

A
ei�pt + cn2/3ei�0t�e−i�t, �4�

where � is the duration of the shock propagation �simulation
duration�, N is the number of atoms in the computational
cell, �p is the Einstein phonon frequency, �0 is the frequency
of the coherent portion of the current, c is the amplitude
coefficient of the coherent portion of the current, A is the
area of the computational cell perpendicular to the shock
propagation direction �shock front area�, n is the number
density of atoms, and �0 is the coherent polarization current
frequency. The amplitudes of the phonons aj are taken to
have random phases, i.e., aj 	 ãei2�	j, where 	 j is a random
variable with 0
	 j �1. The coherent portion of j��0� is
cn2/3 and the expected magnitude of the incoherent portion
scales like 
 ã

A

�N
� . In an NEMD shock wave simulation, the

maximum shock propagation time is related to the size of the
computational cell through the relation �=V / �Avs�, where V
is the computational cell volume. Combining these relations,
the ratio of the amplitude of the coherent peak to the inco-
herent background scales like

� jcoherent��0�
jincoherent��0�

� 

c

ã
�V . �5�

Since the computational cell volume V is far smaller in mag-
nitude in the simulations than for a typical shock wave ex-
periment and far smaller than the wavelengths of radiation of
interest, the incoherent noise background in the simulations
is larger than would be expected in an experiment. This re-
lation indicates that the ratio can be increased by increasing
the volume of the computational cell.

Since the amplitude of the coherent polarization current
can also be increased by increasing the shock amplitude, one
might ask whether it is possible to observe the coherent sig-
nal above the background even at room temperature. Figure
8 shows a comparison of the electric polarization surface
current component in the shock propagation direction for
various piston speeds in molecular dynamics simulation
shocks propagating through a NaCl model in the �100� direc-
tion with an initial temperature of 300 K. This plot is analo-
gous to Fig. 6 but with a 300 K initial temperature. Coherent
peaks are not observed above the noise background with a
200 m/s piston speed, but they are observed for higher pis-
ton speeds. In addition to changing the amplitude of the
peaks, increasing the piston speed also increases the shock
speed which increases the peak frequency. Gray arrows are
emission frequencies predicted by Eq. �3�.

Figure 9 compares the 1000 m/s piston speed simulations
of Figs. 6 and 8 with initial temperatures of 4.2 and 300 K,
respectively. The peak amplitude around 30 THz is lower at
300 K than in the 4.2 K case, but the bandwidth is substan-
tially narrower in the 300 K case. The coherence length of
the 300 K peak is about 180 cycles of the light, as given by
the peak bandwidth. The narrowness of the 300 K peak com-
pared to the 4.2 K peak is due to a more rapidly achieved
steady shock speed at 300 K. At higher temperatures, the

FIG. 7. �Color online� Electric polarization surface current com-
ponent in the shock propagation direction for molecular dynamics
simulations of a shock propagating through NaCl in the �100� di-
rection with a piston speed of 200 m/s for various temperatures.
The coherent peak amplitude at 22 THz decreases with increasing
temperature and the background increases with increasing
temperature.
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vibrational equilibration time behind the shock wave occurs
more quickly, allowing the shock to reach a steady speed
more quickly than at lower temperatures.

Despite the increased thermal disorder of the crystalline
lattice at 300 K, the coherence length of the polarization cur-
rent is appreciable. Since the polarization current is a sum-
mation over many atoms, only the average locations of the
atoms in a lattice plane are relevant. The thermally disor-
dered average positions are still crystalline, giving rise to
significant coherence lengths.

V. RADIATION EMISSION CHARACTERISTICS

The molecular dynamics simulations yield polarization
currents but they do not explicitly solve Maxwell’s equations

for the electric and magnetic fields that radiate away from the
shock wave. However, since the wavelength of radiation
emitted at frequencies considered here �longer than 10 �m�
is much longer than the dimensions of the computational
cell, it is expected that the total polarization current gener-
ated in the computational cell will be closely related to the
generated electromagnetic radiation for frequencies above
the phonon frequencies �above about 10 THz in this NaCl
model� where the material has good transmission properties.
At lower frequencies, the relationship is complicated by ab-
sorption and polariton gaps. In this section, we focus on the
determination of the electromagnetic emission for frequen-
cies above the phonon frequencies where the material is
transparent.

The molecular dynamics simulations enable simulation of
experimentally relevant lengths of material in the shock
propagation direction, but the area of shock fronts in typical
experiments �100�100 �m2 to 1�1 cm2� is much larger
than can be simulated �100�100 nm2�. The shock waves in
the molecular dynamics simulations are planar, but devia-
tions of the shock front from perfect planarity on these
longer length scales are experimentally inevitable and we
will show that such deviations can affect emission character-
istics. The electric field emitted from a nonplanar shock front
in the far-field limit, far from the shock front, can be calcu-
lated using polarization current magnitude data from the in-
finitely planar shock molecular dynamics simulations as an
integral over polarization current at the shock front,

E�r��2 = ��0�

4�

sin��
r �2��

shock
dr��j�r���e−i��r�−r��/c��2

,

�6�

where j is the � frequency component of the polarization
current on the shock front surface �oriented normal to the
shock front� obtained from molecular dynamics simulations
and  is the angle between r� and a vector normal to the shock
front. The integral is over the shock front, taken to be in the
x-y plane. The polarization current is well described by
j�r���= j0ei��z�r���/vs�, where j0 is the magnitude of the � com-
ponent of the polarization current obtained from MD simu-
lations of planar shocks and z�r��� describes the position of
the shock front in the propagation direction as a function of
location on the front surface r��. The magnitude of j is con-
stant everywhere on the shock front and only the phase is
allowed to vary as a function of position on the shock front if
the shock is not perfectly planar. The magnitude j0 comes
directly from molecular dynamics simulations of infinitely
planar shock waves �the shock waves in the molecular dy-
namics simulations are infinitely planar due to periodic
boundary conditions in the directions transverse to the com-
putational cell�. Transverse phase variations occur on length
scales much larger than the size of the simulation computa-
tional cell.

The phase of j can be seen to depend very sensitively on
the position of the shock front z to variations of a few ang-
stroms in the case of NaCl �2�

vs

� is on the order of ang-
stroms�. Figure 10 shows schematically how variations of the

FIG. 8. Comparison of electric polarization surface current com-
ponent in the shock propagation direction for shocks propagating
through a NaCl in the �100� direction with an initial temperature of
300 K. The shocks were generated using piston speeds of 200, 600,
and 1000 m/s. The 600 and 1000 m/s curves are multiplied by
factors of 100 and 10 000, respectively, for clarity. This plot is
equivalent to Fig. 6 but with a 300 K initial temperature. Gray
arrows are emission frequencies predicted by Eq. �3�. Coherent
peaks are not observed with a 200 m/s piston speed, but they are
observed for higher piston speeds.

FIG. 9. �Color online� Comparison of Fourier transforms of the
electric polarization surface current component in the shock propa-
gation direction for shocks propagating through a NaCl model in
the �100� direction with initial temperatures of 4.2 and 300 K. The
shocks were generated using piston speeds of 1000 m/s. The peak
height above the incoherent background is lower and the bandwidth
is narrower in the 300 K case.
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flatness of the shock front on the length scale of 2�
vs

� can
determine the phase of the oscillating polarization current
locally at a point on the shock. Therefore, the distribution
and intensity of the emitted radiation �but not the coherence
length� will depend very sensitively on the shape of the
shock front. Note that this schematic description also applies
when the shock front is spread out over many lattice planes.
Using Eq. �6� and the polarization current from planar shock
wave molecular dynamics simulations, the electromagnetic
emission can be calculated for a given shock front shape,
z�r�. Equation �6� can be thought of as a phase-matching
condition between emitted radiation and the polarization cur-
rent on the shock surface.

Since the precise atomic scale details of the shape of
shock fronts vary under the variety of achievable experimen-
tal conditions, we consider several cases here to explore the
range of possible emission characteristics. The first case we
consider is that of an infinitely planar shock. In this case, no
radiation will be emitted because the polarization of the po-
larization current is oriented normal to the plane of the shock
wave. If the polarization currents were oriented within the
plane of the shock, then this case would yield directed radia-
tion propagating normal to the shock front plane.

The second case we consider is that of a perfectly planar
shock front with significant subwavelength dimensions. In
this case, the shock front can be treated as an oscillating
dipole and the radiation characteristics are those associated
with an oscillating dipole. The phase-matching issues men-
tioned above do not apply in this subwavelength example. In
this case, the propagating shock wave acts as a point source
of radiation emitting a dipolelike distribution of radiation
�peaked in the plane of the shock wave� with power,

p��� =
�0�2j0

2A2

12�c
, �7�

where j0 is the polarization current per unit area on the shock
front surface �plotted in Fig. 3� and A is the shock front area.
For a 5 �m diameter shock front �e.g., a laser-driven shock�
and j0=0.18C/m s for the 22 THz peak on the right side of
Fig. 3, Eq. �7� predicts that the power coherently radiated at
22 THz is 3�10−11 W while the shock propagates. Collect-
ing and focusing this radiation can yield electric-field ampli-
tudes up to about 0.1 V/cm.

The third case we consider is that of an experimentally
achievable shock front shape reported by Moore et al., with
a root-mean-square variation of 0.7 nm over a 75 �m area of
the shock front.17 This shock was produced using a laser-
drive technique. Based on this experimental capability, we
consider a shock front shape of the form

z�r� = �r2, �8�

with �=0.45 m−1 which provides a similar curvature to that
experimentally observed in Ref. 17. We assume that the
shock front is smooth apart from the curvature of Eq. �8�.
Figure 11 shows the spatial dependence of the electric-field
magnitude computed from Eq. �6� for a 100�100 �m2

shock front area using j0=0.18 C m / s for the 22 THz peak
from the 4.2 K NaCl �100� planar molecular dynamics simu-
lation with up=200 m/s and 2�vs /�=0.282 nm. The shock
front is located at the origin and the polarization �normal to
the shock front plane� is in the vertical axis of the plot.
Radiation is emitted in most directions except directly up and
down �the shock propagation direction� due to the orientation
of the polarization current direction. The emission appears
approximately dipolelike in nature.

For a more planar shock front with less curvature, the
radiation can be directed. Figure 12 shows how this can be
accomplished. This figure was computed using

FIG. 10. Schematic depicting variations of shock front position �z�r�� superimposed on periodic units of the crystal �e.g., lattice planes�.
The phase of the polarization current j�r���= j0ei��z�r���/vs� depends very sensitively on the flatness of the shock front on the length scale of
2�vs /� which is 0.282 nm in the case of the 22 THz peak observed in NaCl shocked along the �100� direction. Variations in phase across
the surface of the shock front determine, in part, the emission characteristics through Eq. �6�.

FIG. 11. �Color online� Electric-field magnitude at 22 THz from
a 100�100 �m2 square shock front for j0=0.18 C/m s for the
22 THz peak on the right side of Fig. 3 and a curved shock front
based on the experimentally observed shock front in Ref. 17.
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z�r� = �r2 + �rx, �9�

with �=0.0045 m−1 and �=7�10−6 for a square shock front
of 1�1 mm. The quantity rx is the x component of the vec-
tor r� in the plane of the shock wave. This shock front shape
is flatter than in Fig. 11 and includes a net tilt with respect to
the crystal axis �the � term�. The tilt angle is approximately
10−5 rad which is achievable using laser-driven shocks by
tilting the drive beam incidence angle. Figure 12 shows how
the radiation can be directed in this case. The tilt gives rise to
a phase variation of the polarization current across the shock
front that results in directed emission in a direction other
than the shock propagation direction where the sin�� term in
Eq. �6� diminishes the radiation output.

In the limiting case of a perfectly flat shock front with
some tilt, the shock emits a directed collimated beam. The
electric-field magnitude in the beam is on the order of
0.1 V/cm for j0=0.18 C/m s for the 22 THz peak on the
right side of Fig. 3. For detection purposes, the collimated
beam can be focused to enhance the electric-field amplitude,
potentially by orders of magnitude. Use of a larger piston
speed can also enhance j0 leading to larger electric fields.

While a significant degree of control over the shape of the
shock front has been experimentally demonstrated,17 such
control may not be achievable in many cases. In addition to
deviations from perfect planarity of the shock front, the pres-
ence of crystal defects can result in variations of the local
phase of the polarization current on the shock front surface.
To study the role of random imperfections, we consider a
model of the shock front that incorporates random fluctua-
tions in phase of the polarization current on the shock front.
The minimum spatial wavelength of the phase fluctuations is
limited �2� /kmax� and loosely corresponds to the distance
between crystal defects or minimum wavelength of fluctua-
tions in the shock front surface due to nonplanar drive
mechanisms, etc.

The integral in Eq. �6� can be written in terms of the
Fourier transform of j as �shockdr��j�r���e−i��r�−r��/c�2=  j̃�kx

= �
c sin  ,ky =0�2 when r� lies in the x-z plane. Consider the

case where the current j�r��� possesses spatial fluctuations
with wave vectors less than a specified maximum, kmax, i.e.,
let j̃�k��= �2

kmax
2 �r��j0ei��/vs�z�r���e−ik�r��, where r��= �m �

kmax
,n �

kmax
�,

where m and n are integers such that 0
m ,n�
�Akmax

� for a
square shock front and �

c sin��
kmax. Here, A is the shock
front area. Random fluctuations in j�r��� can be considered by
taking �

vs
z�r��� to be a random variable with value between 0

and 2� for each value of r��.
Figure 13 shows the electric-field magnitude at 22 THz

from a 100�100 �m2 square shock front for j0
=0.18 C/m s for the 22 THz peak on the right side of Fig. 3
and a shock front with random spatial fluctuations with
kmax=2� /5 �m−1. The radiation is not directed but has
nodes in the direction of shock propagation. The magnitude
of the fields is comparable to the case of a curved shock front
shown in Fig. 11.

Figure 14 shows the angular dependence of the electric-
field magnitude at 22 THz, 1 mm away from a 100
�100 �m2 square shock front for j0=0.18 C/m s for the
22 THz peak on the right side of Fig. 3. Random spatial
variations in the phase of the polarization current are consid-
ered with various values of kmax. As the deviation from pla-
narity of the shock becomes more pronounced �2� /kmax de-
creases�, the emission field amplitudes decrease. The
emission in all cases has nodes at =0 and =� which point
in the shock propagation direction and opposite to it, respec-
tively.

An analytical expression for the electric-field expectation
can be obtained in the case of random-phase variations in the
polarization current. The electric-field expectation is

�E�r��2� = ��0�

4

sin��
r �2 A

kmax
2 j02, �10�

which has a distribution similar to that of an oscillating di-
pole with polarization normal to the shock front. The corre-
sponding power radiated in all directions is given by

FIG. 12. �Color online� Electric-field magnitude at 22 THz from
a 1�1 mm2 square shock front for j0=0.18 C/m s for the 22 THz
peak on the right side of Fig. 3 and a curved, tilted shock front.
Emission of directed radiation can be achieved for this sufficiently
planar shock wave.

FIG. 13. �Color online� Electric-field magnitude at 22 THz from
a 100�100 �m2 square shock front for j0=0.18 C/m s for the
22 THz peak on the right side of Fig. 3 and a shock front with
random spatial fluctuations in the phase of the polarization current
with kmax=2� / �5 �m�. The radiation is not directed but has nodes
in the direction of shock propagation.
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�p���� =
��0�2

12c

A

kmax
2 j02. �11�

In the case of the 22 THz peak in the right side of Fig. 3
where j0=0.18 C/m s, for shock front area A=1 cm2 and
2� /kmax=5�10−6 m−1, Eq. �11� predicts that the shock co-
herently radiates with a power of 4�10−5 W while it propa-
gates.

The random shock front case is a worst case scenario: if
systems with kmax�

�
c can be achieved �plausible given cur-

rent state of the art�, then the emission can be directed as in
Fig. 12, focused, and can have substantially higher emission
power that scales with A2.

VI. DISCUSSION

Experimental observation of the effect predicted in this
work is anticipated to contain several key challenges. Shock
waves of a sufficient degree of planarity are most easily gen-
erated by laser-drive techniques. Obtaining the necessary
small tilt angles �on the order of vs /c in radians� may be
challenging using gun-driven projectile approaches. Large
industries revolve around the growth of thin films of high-
purity single crystals. Point defects are less likely to be prob-
lematic than line or other higher dimensional defects because
they are less disruptive of the long-range crystalline order.
Thin films of artificial crystals or nanostructures can be
grown with precisely designed nanometer length scale lattice
constants. Such structures are commonly grown for elec-
tronic devices and could be tailored to emit at a desired
wavelength.

One of the biggest challenges to experimental observation
of the effect discussed in this paper is likely to be detecting
the relatively weak signals with existing technology. Detec-
tors in this frequency regime are inefficient compared with
optical techniques but are developing rapidly.18 As discussed
in Sec. V, the signal amplitude can vary widely depending on

the details of the experiment. Such amplitudes may be de-
tectable at frequencies above 10 THz using current nonlinear
optical techniques that are commonly employed for THz de-
tection. Much more sensitive THz photon counting tech-
niques are being developed.19 THz generation and detection
in general is currently an area of active research.18 Uses for
terahertz radiation range from fundamental studies of phonon
dynamics to new methods of medical and biological imaging
to security screening devices able to penetrate clothing to
detect explosives or other weapons.20,21

Experimental observation of the signal would establish a
new lower bound on the rise-time of elastic shock waves in
crystals. To our knowledge, the fastest rise-time measure-
ment to date for a shock or soliton-type wave in a material is
in excess of about 1 ps.4 Observation of a signal above
10 THz from the shock would establish the elastic shock
front thickness as a few atomic planes.

When shocked to sufficiently large pressures, crystalline
solids undergo irreversible �plastic� deformation of the crys-
talline lattice. This deformation can be characterized by a
wide variety of mechanisms including motion of existing
dislocations, creation and motion of new dislocations, shear
banding, phase transformations, etc. The perfect crystals of
our simulations appear not to undergo irreversible deforma-
tion until piston speeds above 1 km/s. There is experimental
evidence that plastic deformation can occur as low as
0.02 GPa in NaCl shocked in the �100� direction and as low
as 0.8 GPa when shocked in the �111� direction,22 below the
2 GPa stresses of the 200 m/s piston speed simulations.
These experiments and our calculations have several key dis-
tinctions that may give rise to differing behavior. Our simu-
lations are of perfect crystals in which the energy barrier to
plastic deformation is higher than when defects already exist
in the material. There is also a significant time scale differ-
ence between the experimental observations �0.1 �s time
scale� and the simulations �10 ps time scale�. Experiments on
short time scales indicate that elastically compressed states
of silicon can exist at higher pressures than observed on
longer time scales.23

To study the possible role of plastic deformation of the
crystal, we have performed a shock simulation with 1 km/s
piston speed for a shock propagating in the �100� direction in
a 300 K crystal with a small number of atoms removed to
form a void. Plastic deformation occurs around the void well
behind the shock front and does not effect the shock front on
the time scale of the simulation �about 30 ps�. The coherent
current at 22 THz is still observed. While it is possible that
plastic deformation of the crystalline lattice can affect the
coherent emission, our simulations show that there is a re-
gime of shock amplitude which is strong enough to observe
the effect but weak enough to preclude plastic deformation
from affecting the shock front �where the signal is generated�
for a period of time.

Since the amplitude of the coherent effect is related to an
inherently nonlinear effect at the shock front, it may be ex-
pected that the amplitude observed in molecular dynamics
simulations is sensitive to nonlinear properties of the empiri-
cal interatomic potentials employed. Like most empirical in-
teratomic potentials, the potentials employed in this work are
not explicitly fitted to nonlinear material properties. While

FIG. 14. �Color online� Angular dependence of the electric-field
magnitude 1 mm away from a 100�100 �m2 square shock front
for j0=0.18 C/m s for the 22 THz peak on the right side of Fig. 3.
Random spatial variations in the phase of the polarization current
are considered with various values of kmax. As the deviation from
planarity of the shock becomes more pronounced �i.e., 2� /kmax

decreases�, the emission field amplitudes decrease.
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this is a common approximation in molecular dynamics
simulations with empirical interatomic potentials, it could
represent a source of error in the calculated amplitude of the
coherent effect. However, it cannot affect the conclusion that
coherent radiation can be generated.

Other examples of techniques of radiation generation ex-
ist that are based on the general principle of a nonlinear
excitation propagating through a periodic medium. One such
technique involves sending an ultrafast optical pulse through
a periodically poled LiNbO3 nonlinear optical crystal to gen-
erate THz radiation.24 A more closely related technique is the
generation of electromagnetic shock waves in periodic non-
linear transmission lines to generate rf radiation.25–27

The generation of phonon polaritons via impulsive stimu-
lated Raman scattering can be used to create many-cycle
THz radiation.3 One of the fundamental distinctions of the
mechanism presented in this work is that the frequencies
generated are not those of harmonic optical or other
phonons, i.e., Eq. �3� does not generally correspond to pho-
non frequencies. In the case of NaCl, nonlinear behavior at
the shock front and the periodicity of the crystalline lattice
are responsible for generating the frequency components
around 16 THz and above that are much higher than the
highest linear phonon frequencies of around 10 THz. THz
radiation is commonly generated by sending a subpicosecond
optical pulse through a material with a second-order nonlin-
ear optical response �optical rectification�. The shock wave
mechanism can be observed in materials without a second-
order nonlinear optical response such as NaCl.

It is useful to consider what happens to the amplitude and
frequency of the coherent polarization current in the limit
where the shock speed decreases to the longitudinal sound
speed, i.e., the limit where the nonlinear mechanical wave
becomes linear. In this limit, the possible polarization fre-
quency components of Eq. �3� become

� = 2��
cl

a
, �12�

where cl is the longitudinal sound speed in the propagation
direction. These frequencies do not correspond with optically
active phonon frequencies of the material except in a patho-
logical case where the phonon spectrum is dispersionless.
The frequencies of Eq. �12� might be expected to coincide
with phonon frequencies in this limit if the effects were a
nonlinear form of optically active phonon excitation. As an
additional consequence of the shock speed decreasing to the
longitudinal sound speed, the rise distance of the shock front
becomes large, much larger than a few lattice constants of
the crystal. Shock front broadening causes the amplitude of
the coherent polarization current to diminish to zero as the
shock decreases in amplitude to become a linear wave.7

A further theoretical distinction between phonon �reso-
nant� oscillations and the shock-induced nonresonant polar-
ization oscillations of this work is the fundamental limit of
the coherence time for radiation produced for these two
mechanisms. In the case of an excited optically active pho-
non, the coherence time is limited by the lifetime of the
phonon. In the shock case, the coherence time is limited by
the steadiness of the shock and the constancy of the lattice

spacing. In principle, the coherence time of the shock-
induced radiation can be made arbitrarily long if a steady
shock can be made to propagate arbitrarily far through a
crystal with no strain gradients.

It is well known that coherent radiation at almost any
frequency can be obtained from a coherent source using ma-
terials with a nonlinear optical response. Such an approach
utilizes radiation from a coherent source to generate new
coherent radiation, e.g., frequency tripling of a continuous-
wave laser. The coherent radiation mechanism presented in
this work is fundamentally distinct from such nonlinear ap-
proaches because temporal coherence of the emitted radia-
tion results from the spatial coherence of the crystal lattice
rather than another coherent source. The optical nonlinearity
mechanism �e.g., 3� frequency tripling� works in amorphous
materials while the shocked crystal mechanism does not.
However, the coherence of the signal produced by the shock
can depend in some ways on some coherence properties of
the source driving the shock wave. The spatial coherence
properties of the THz signal are related to the spatial coher-
ence of the source driving the shock and the spatial coher-
ence of the crystal. The temporal history of the source driv-
ing the shock can also have an effect on the constancy of the
shock speed. For example, if the source driving the shock
stops driving, the shock speed will gradually decrease, re-
sulting in a signal chirped in frequency.

It is not necessary for the source generating the shock to
contain the high-frequency THz components that are eventu-
ally observed when the steady-state shock profile is
achieved. The nonlinear behavior of the lattice causes a wave
with low-frequency components to steepen up and exhibit
higher-frequency components. This mechanism provides a
degree of independence from the temporal behavior of the
source generating the shock in this case. The simulations of
this work utilize an instantaneous acceleration of the piston
to a specified piston speed. This gives this shock front a
sharp rise from the start of the simulation. We have also
performed a �100� direction shock simulation in which the
piston is accelerated to 200 m/s over a time period of 1 ps.
The generated wave front steepens over a time scale of
10–20 ps after which the 22 THz signal is observed.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have presented molecular dynamics simulations and
some analysis showing that coherent polarization currents
can be generated when a shock wave propagates through a
polarizable crystal. We have shown how these coherent po-
larization currents can potentially lead to the emission of
coherent radiation if the shock front is sufficiently planar.
While experimental observation of the signal is likely to be
challenging, it is within or nearly within existing experimen-
tal capabilities. We believe that this mechanism for generat-
ing coherent optical radiation is fundamentally distinct from
other sources of coherent optical radiation.
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